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Abstract— Lack of the management of software risks is one of the
main reasons of software project failure. In order to implement
proper risk management processes, it is necessary to evaluate
risks, based on the specified criteria. The process of the
assessment of risks is a time-consuming process in software
engineering. So Tools for automated the risks assessment is
needed. In this paper, a method for automatic evaluation of some
important measures of risk management is provided. Getting the
physical address of the project and analyzing line by line is how
this method works. In this analysis, the risks between classes and
the internal risks of any class discovered using some criteria.
These criteria that are used in this method are based on three-tier
architecture. Finally, proposed method, provide some quantities
which are represent the impact of the risks. For showing the
efficiency of this method, a tool named SPRA is implemented. At
the end of this paper, a comparison between two out puts is
represented, one output is based on the manual method and the
second one is the SPRA tools output. These results indicate that
the proposed automation method can increase the accuracy of the
assessment while it is optimizing the time and avoiding human
errors.

EMV = Probability × Impact
Impact = maxImpact × Pi
EMV = Pe × Pi × maxImpact

Given the equations above, it’s possible to obtain the EMV
using equation 3, where Pe represented the probability of an
event. There is another parameter which is called Management
Reserve or MR in short. MR is summation of relative EMV’s
for all anticipated threats and the equation 4 is used to
calculate it. This parameter used to reduce the risks. [4]
MR = ∑ (probability i × impact i )

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years growing of the requirements in the
industries, leads to increasing the complexity of the software
and, in turn, it leads to amplification of the failure probability.
As the proper software can guarantee the success of an
industry, inefficient software can leads to the failure of the
industry then. The reasons that are leading the failure of the
software are called risk. Analyzing and assessment of risks can
help to reduce the failure of the projects. [1] – [3]
The first step for analyzing the risks is the determination of
the probability and the impact of the risk. The best way to
determine the impact of risks is quantitative measurement, if
the gathering of information from different resources was
available. The most common way is calculating the expected
monetary value. For the calculation of the EMV, the equation
number 1 is used, where the EMV is stand for Expected
Monetary Value. The Impact can also be calculated from the
maximum of impact which is shown in equation 2 where Pi
represented the probability of the maximum value. [4]

(4)

When threats identified and classified, the answer of the
risks can be formulated and in that moment the Risk
management plan will be complete. Figure 1 shows the risk
management plan.
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Fig. 1: Risk management plan [4]

Using some metrics for quantitative measurement is one of
the most important methods in risk assessment. For that end,
some important metrics that are lead to success or failure of a
project should be gathered helping statistical information
collection. Then for measuring the risks, the metrics should be
calculated for any of the considered risks in the project. With
comparison of the obtained values from the project with the
values that are discovered in statistical method, the impact of
any of the risks could be calculated. [4]
Now it is possible to use the impact parameter according to
calculated impacts for each metric in equations 2, 3 and 4.
Using these impacts and equations made it possible to give a
value to each layer for assessment risks. With support of these
quantitative measurements, the risk management plan will be
so accurate and methodical. [4]
This paper introduces a new method that measures risk
metrics in any software projects. At the end, the impacts of
risks will be produced. For this goal, a tool that discovers all
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of the risks has been developed. With using this tool, all of the
impacts of the risks will be calculated.
There is different categorization for risks in various areas.
In one of these categories that represented by Hoodat and
Rashidi [7] risks have been divided into two different
classifications that are Internal and external risks. Internal
risks take place into an organization but externals occur out of
it. For external risks some issues are proposed such as the
market behavior, competitions, prices, widespread failure of
the product and etc. Internal risks are classified into three
different categories that are product, process and project.
Project risks concern the performance of the project. The
product risks include technical risks, pending faults and
possible shortcomings. The process risks could be the outcome
of product risks. It is important to determine the relations
among the risks on theses three categorize. [5]–[7]
In this paper one of the product risks is concerned that
appears on the source code of the software. For avoiding some
extra efforts, in the next section some similar works will be
reviewed and then the new method will be introduced. At the
end, the outputs of different models will be compared.
II. SIMILAR WORKS IN AUTOMATIC RISK ASSESSMENT
In this section some of the most important works that focus
on discovering source codes risks will be reviewed. These
efforts can be divided into two main approaches. These two
approaches will be exhibited with their advantages and
disadvantages.
A. DATRIX APPROACH
The name Datrix identifies a project, a set of tools and a
team of engineers within Bell Canada. This approach tries to
analysis the source code of the project. The aim of such an
analysis is to assess the maintainability of these software
products from a source code perspective. This model is based
on the concept of an ASG, which stands for Abstract Semantic
Graph. For generating this graph, the source code is parsed
and the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) is produced. The AST is
then processed in order extract semantic information such as
identifier scope, variable type and etc. This information is
added to the AST as node attributes, edges or any other kind
of annotations, that results in ASG production. In order to
detect most risks, the ASG graph must be understandable. [8]
B. RISK ASSESSMENT USING SOURCE CODE APPROACH
For determining the risks, this approach divides the
process into two phases. The information that is extracted in
the first phase is generated using the automatic analysis of the
source code. This information called primary information.
Second phase results are called secondary information that are
emerged from documents and the developers. A tool in Java
language is developed to fetch the primary information using
the source cod e analysis. The emerged information of the
first phase then inserted into corresponding tables in database.
In next stage, after the tool task, the analysis of the risks is on
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analyzers to write appropriate queries to get the required
information. [9]
Table 1 shows these two approaches advantages and
disadvantages.

Approach
Datrix

The source
code
analysis
approach

TABLE 1
comparison between two approaches [8],[9]
Properties
Advantages
Disadvantages
-using ASG
-reducing
-lack of the global view
-generating
reviewing
- lack of the version
a graphical
process
determining tool
structure
-representing a
-lack of representing the
tree schema
sub graphs
-the first
-tight dependency
graphical
between the results and
approach
the analyzers
-lack of some metrics for
risk assessment
-using
-reducing
-high dependency
database
reviewing
between the results and
for storing
process
the documents
the data
-supporting the
-high dependency
querying on the
between the results and
analyzed data
the analyzers
-lack of some metrics for
risk assessment

III. DISCOVERING PROJECT RISKS METHOD
This paper represents a new method which uses flexible
parsing [10] and source code analyzer [11]. After the
analyzing phase, the risky patterns are discovered using some
methods in resources [11, 12]. Then the impacts of the projects
risks would be calculated. At the end of the method, with
using resource [13] some documents will be generated.
The source code risks are categorized in 2 different classes:
 Intercommunicated class risks
 Single class risks
A. INTERCOMMUNICATED CLASS RISKS
For assessing the risks in a project it is necessary to
discover the communicated classes and exhibit the interaction
with numbers. Discovering and assigning these relations could
be helpful in predicting the propagation of the changes among
the classes of the project. These values can be used to
determine the percentage of the changes, according to the
variations percentage of the classes. This may be useful in
decision support system (DSS). The accessibility of these
percentages can assist managers to decide whether to accept or
reject the changes. In case of acceptance, the classes that will
change are determined. Two different kinds of dependencies
are considered for analyzing the changes:



Hard Dependencies
Soft Dependencies

In this article the hard dependencies are the inheritances
between two classes. These kinds of dependencies are more
important than the soft dependencies, because the most tightly
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relation is created between these two classes when a class
inherits from the other class. Therefore, the hard dependency
value is higher than the soft dependency. The dependency
value shows the propagation changes domain. In other words,
it shows the number of affected classes. For discovering the
hard dependencies in this article, the parent class is found
using code analyzing method and then an inheritance relation
is established among parent and the child classes.
The other kind of dependencies is soft dependency which
contains the call of other class methods and usage of public
members of the other classes. In this case a soft relation is
established between two dependent classes. For this aim, first
the public members of all classes are discovered and a list of
those members is generated. After that, all of the classes will
be analyzed with using the source code reviewing method. If
any of items of the list is found in the class body, then a soft
relation between two classes (member owner class and user
class) will be created.
Discovering both dependencies has O(n*m) time
complexity. First of all the whole codes are parsed, and the
public members are fetched from the source code and a list is
generated, this step has O(n) time complexity where n is the
number of total code lines. At the second step, the code will be
reviewed again and the generated list will be parsed
simultaneously for each line. So the total time complexity will
be O(n*m) where n is the number of code lines and m is the
summation of the public members and the number of all
classes.
B. SINGLE CLASS RISKS
As the inefficiency of a single class can threaten the whole
project, it is important to assess a class without considering
other classes and their relations. For automatic assessment of
this kind of risks, some of metrics have to be prepared. These
metrics have been gathered from previous articles. These
metrics are identified by some keywords. With linear parsing
and comparing each statement with these keywords is the
routine of this method. In this analyzing the usage percentage
of the keywords will be obtained. With these percents and
using some boundary values that are represented in other
articles, values which are the impacts of all risks will be
calculated.
The metrics that are used in this paper are derived from
resources [15], [16] and [17] where each one has its own
boundary values. These boundary values are obtained from the
statistically gathering data method. Every metric has its own
value which represents the risk impact. Comparing the
calculated value of each metric with the corresponding
statistical values could lead to new value retrieval which
represents the risk impact of that metric. Table 2 shows the
metrics and the boundary values and the scale of each one in
ten.
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TABLE 2
some important metrics and the boundary values
#
1

Metric Name
Exception
Handling
Structures

2

The percent of using
comments

3

The percent of using
global variables

4

Number of methods

5

The percent of using
standard objects

Boundary Value
Less than 5%
5% to 8%
8% to 12%
More than 12%
Less than 10%
10% to 15%
More than 15%
Less than 10%
10% to 20%
20% to 40%
More than 40%
Less than 20
20 to 40
More than 40
Less than 20%
20% to 40%
40% to 60%
More than 60%

Ten Scale
8
7
5
1
6
5
1
5
6
7
10
1
3
5
5
3
5
3

IV. SOFTWARE PRODUCTS RISK ANALYSER TOOL
Software products risk analyzer or SPRA in short, is an
application that is developed to automatically discover risks.
The main goal of this tool is to avoid the analyzers from
reviewing massive source codes. This tool identifies the whole
risky patterns with given source codes then a document is
created with results of this identification. This document
includes all of the risky metrics of the three-tier architecture
projects with their impact values. The output of this
application can be generated in a short time without human
errors.
The SPRA is represented, according to section 2 and the
weaknesses of mentioned methods. This tool is developed by
C# programming language. With obtaining the physical
address of the project as an input, the parser starts the
analyzing with proposed method. The parser analyzes the
whole code in linear manner.
The parser creates a class object for any file that contains a
class. This object is a defined class and its properties are
specified based on the common characteristics between
classes. For example all of classes can inherit and they have
some methods, and etc. Fig. 2 shows the schema of class
object and its interaction with parent class.
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ClassObject

Parent

Properties:

string ClassName

string ClassLayerName

int NumberOfMethods

Order ClassOrder

ClassObject ParentClass

List<ClassObject>
ChildrenClasses

List<MethodObject> MethodList

Class 1

Inherited

Properties 1
Methods 1

Inheritance
ClassObject
Child

Class 3

Class 4

Properties 3
Methods 3

Fig. 2: the Risk Object and interaction with parent class

1-4- Automating of layer risks evaluation
In this section, the risks of the layers are discussed. The
purpose of using three-tier architecture is to apply the
advantages of modular software development. In this
architecture, any layer has its own duties; thus, there are some
risks which threaten the related layer and the threat doesn’t
scatter to the other layers. So it is much easier to concentrate
only on a layer risks instead of monitoring all risks of all
layers. The SPRA tool applies this advantage and some part of
it only deals with the risks of a layer.
A. Hard dependencies
There are lots of classes for any software which is
developed by Object Oriented model. These classes usually
have tight interconnections. One of the interconnections is
inheritance relation that can cause some risks. Requirement
changes or malfunctioning of a parent class could lead to the
propagation of changes among wide variety of classes. For this
reason, it is so vital to discover and monitor this kind of
connection among classes. Figure 3 shows the inheritance
between some classes and the propagation of changes in that
set.

Properties 4
Methods 4

Class 8

Class 9

Class 10

Properties 8
Methods 8

Properties 9
Methods 9

Properties 10
Methods 10

Inherited

Properties:
 string ClassName
 string ClassLayerName
 int NumberOfMethods
 Order ClassOrder
 ClassObject ParentClass
 List<ClassObject> ChildrenClasses
 List<MethodObject> MethodList

At the
of class
analysis,
the parser
Fig. beginning
3: the propagation
of changes
in inherited
classes identifies all
of classes in the product. In this process the modifier of classes
is determined. For this property a field with integer type has
been considered. Value zero exhibits the protected type and
value one shows the public type of the class modifier. With
using this value, the scale of the class could be determined.
The parent of classes is determined in parallel manner while
the parser checks the modifier type, and if the parent class is
one of the internal classes, then two classes will be connected
to each other. This connection would be as an inherited type.
There is a certain property for class object which is the parent
class. This property will be initialized with the parent class
object. Using this information could help to the prediction of
the required changes in other classes. Table 3 shows the
required fields for discovering the hard dependencies.
TABLE 3
required fields for discovering the hard dependencies
#
1
2
3

Type
Int
ClassObject
List<ClassObject>

Field Name
Modifier
ParentClass
ChildrenList

B. Soft dependencies
Inheritance relations are not the only way in associating the
classes. There is another kind of dependencies which is called
soft dependency. For tracking this kind of connections, it has
to have some certain fields in class object. To this end the
UsedClasses field is considered as a list of class objects. For
tracking the usage of other class methods, another field is
considered as OtherClassesMethods. For used members,
OtherClassesVars field is intended. With using these fields,
the SPRA tool could track the propagation of changes of any
class through the connected classes. This has O(n) time
complexity. Table 4 shows the related fields in class object.
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TABLE 4
related fields in class object
#
1
2
3

Type
List<ClassObject>
List<MethodObject>
List<Variable>
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average class calculates an average of these values and the
result is stored in Risk Class.

Field Name
UsedClasses
OtherClassesMethods
OtherClassesVars

V. SPRA COMPONENTS
For a better understanding of SPAR operation, it is needed
to review its components. The core of this tool is based on
three classes. In the next section these classes will be
presented in details, after that a comparison between the SPRA
and the manual outputs will be made.
A. BOUNDARY CLASS
According to the similar researches, the lack of the risk
assessment is one of the main inadequacies. With using the
measured criteria, risk assessments can be reduce the
duplicated processes and even can help analyzers to manage
the risks in a better way. This facility is considered in SPRA
tool. SPRA uses the output of other researches in which the
data is gathered from very different projects. After the
comparison and value selection for any metric, the SPRA tool
creates a document and reports all of the risky parameters.
In SPRA tool a class is considered for maintaining the
boundary values. This class is a data structure that contains all
of the keywords and corresponding values. Having this class
and other components used in SPRA, makes it possible to
obtain the risks of any arbitrary set of class. Table 5 shows the
boundary values and some of the most important fields of this
class.

C. RISK CLASS
For storing the assessed values, the risk class is introduced.
This class has several fields for storing the values that will be
used by managers and risk analyzers. To this end, this class
uses three other subclasses. These classes are ClassMetrics,
ProjectMetrics and LayerMetrics. In ClassMetrics some fields
are considered for storing the assessed risks of any class
object. The ProjectMetrics Class has the appropriate fields for
maintaining the impacts of project level risks. The
LayerMetrics class has some other fields for storing the
impacts of any Layer risks. Figure 4 shows this class fields.
RiskClass
Properties:
 ClassMetrics
- ExceptionCtrlPresent
- CommentPresent
- GlobalVarsPresent
- NOM
- StandardObjPresent
 ProductMetrics
- LayerInterconnection
- Architecture
 LayerMetrics
- LayerArchitecture
- Class

Fig. 4: Risk Class Fields

TABLE 5
The boundary values and some of the most important fields of this class
Field Name
ExceptionUnder5
Exception5to8
ExceptionUpto12
CommentUnder10
Comment10To15
NOMUnder20
NOM20to40

Field Type
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

Values
8
7
1
6
5
1
3

B. AVERAGE CLASS
Average class is a static class which is used for
determining the average of the risks of any set of classes. This
arbitrary set could be a single class or all of certain layer
classes or any other combination of classes. With helping the
boundary value class, the average class calculates an average
value of the given classes risks impacts.
There are several methods defined in this class to make it
easy to get all type of risks. For example a method is
developed for determining the risks related to exception
handling. With helping the boundary values and using the
corresponding class, the impacts can be calculated. The

D. THE COMPONENTS INTERACTION
For better understanding to how this method works, the
pseudo code 1 is represented. As pseudo code 1, at the first
phase of the tools execution all of the required classes are
added to AllClassesList object. After initializing this object a
Risk Class object is created. Then for each item on
AllClassesList the criteria of risks is calculated and the
corresponding field is initialized. This initialization is handled
by the Average class. The Average Class applies the boundary
value class. Furthermore, using boundary values for each
metric, the impact can be determined and stored in the
corresponding subclass. Finally, using the documenting
methods, a document is stored in the physical address of the
project. This document contains all of the information that can
be usefully in risk assessment and analyzing.
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List<ClassObject> AllClassesList = initializing the favorite set of classes;
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saves the assessment time. It can also be replaced with the
manual assessing methods.

RiskClass riskClass = new RiskClass();
foreach (ClassObject cls in AllClassesList)
{
riskClass.ClassMetric.ExeptionCtrlPresent =
Average.ExeptionCtrlPresent(AllClassesList);
riskClass.ClassMetric.CommentPresent =
Average.CommentPresent(AllClassesList);
riskClass.ClassMetric.GlobalVarPresent =
Average.GlobalVarPresent(AllClassesList);
riskClass.ClassMetric.NOM = Average.NOM(AllClassesList);
riskClass.ClassMetric.StandardObjPresent =
Average.StandardObjPresent(AllClassesList);
riskClass.ProductMetric.LayerInterconnection =
Average.LayerInterConnection(AllClassList);
riskClass.LayerMetrics.LayerArchitecture =
Average.LayerArchitecture(AllClassList);
riskClass.LayerMetrics.Class = Average.Class(AllClassList);

VII.
CONCLUSION
In this article a method is introduced that can estimate the
risks of software projects. The SPRA tool is developed based
on the represented method to automate the risk assessments
processes. The outputs show, SPRA could be replaced with
the time-consuming manual methods. The output diagram
shows that the type of the project could play an important role
in risk assessment; thus, gathering the boundary values of
impacts based on the project type could be one of the future
researches.

}
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